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HULF 1
Review of Hulme lecture, The Observer, 1914
Hulme review of Epstein exhibition
Photocopy letters re. Hulme’s book on Epstein (never published)
Transcript of BBC Third Programme re. Hulme, The Knuckleduster (1956)

HULF 2
Copy of Hulme’s passport
Letter, probably by Hulme, signed ‘One who is very sorry he can read’
Letters and newspaper reports re. Hulme being sent down from Cambridge for the first time
Letters and papers re. Wildon Carr and Hulme being sent down for a second time
Reviews of Jones’ biography (1960)
Papers and correspondence from Hulme’s second period at Cambridge, incl. correspondenc re. scandal
Information on Hulme at UCL

HULF 3
Hynes interview with Kate Lechmere
Lechmere letter to Roberts
Hulme’s letters to Lechmere

HULF 4
Photocopies of references to Hulme in school magazine The Firefly and articles by him (The Whip)
Family background material

HULF 5
Hulme in the HAC and the war
Typescript copy of Diary from the Trenches
Correspondence between Hulme and Edward Marsh re. his commission
Official notice of death
Hulme’s letters to his father from the Front
Hulme’s will

HULF 6
Notes on Ethel Kibblewhite
3 cassettes of BBC broadcasts
John Amis interviews Diana Poulton
HULF 7
Photocopies from books and biographies referencing Hulme

HULF 8
(From the Harry Ransom Center, Austin, Texas)
Transcripts of letters to Hynes, from people who knew Hulme
Stamford Hall, a childhood story written by Hulme
Hulme’s letters and cards to F.S.Flint
Notes and correspondence by Hulme
Copies of replies to Hynes’ requests for information and memories of Hulme

HULF 9
C.K. Ogden and Herbert Read correspondence re. Speculations
Photocopies from T E Hulme collection in Keele University Library

HULF 10
Correspondence with researchers and librarians re biographical information on Hulme, his family and circle
Photocopies of photographs of people and places associated with Hulme incl. memorial window and stone and Epstein photo
Hulme letter on Sorel
Notes on Hulme’s relationship to Bergson

HULF 11
Hulme’s letters to his mother
Photographs
Orage letter to Hulme
Epstein letter to Hulme
Photocopied extracts from books re. Hulme
Email on Flint, Robert Frost and Hulme
Hulme notes to Flint
Copies of official reports of Hulme’s service career
Second Will
Poets Club and Discord Club material
Hulme’s note and letters to Richard Curle
Hulme’s letters to C.K.Ogden

HULF 12
Csengeri, T.E. Hulme’s borrowings from the French
Notes and Queries, T.E. Hulme’s Quotations from Milton and Ireton
Csengeri, Collected Writings (annotated)
Notes on the intellectual background – Celtic revival, Fabian Society
Ferguson’s workbooks (3) assembled during the writing of The Short Sharp Life of T.E.Hulme
Hulme letters to F.S.Flint
Folder of printouts and documents
Folder of photographs and photocopies of photographs
Publications (annotated by Ferguson)

The Life and Opinions of Thomas Ernest Hulme by A.R. Jones
The Old Road to Endon ed. Robert Speake
T.E. Hulme by Michael Roberts
From Cuckfield to Camden Town by Frances Stenlake (re. Robert Bevan)
On a May Morning by Joan Tomlinson (details Hulme sent down from Cambridge for the second time)
An Introduction to Metaphysics by Henri Bergson, transl. T.E. Hulme
Reflections on Violence by Georges Sorel, transl. T.E. Hulme
Ferguson’ notebook re. The Short Sharp Life of T.E. Hulme